
 

 
HOSPITAL NEWS 

 

 

As of early 2017, we will be 

welcoming back Practice 

Manager, Melaney and     

Veterinary Nurse, Louise 

from maternity leave. 

 

Puppy Preschool is  filling 

up fast!  Call us today to 

arrange a time for your 

pup’s education 

Thornton Veterinary 

Clinic 

 

Irrawang Veterinary 

Hospital 
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  S U M M E R  2 0 1 6 - 2 0 1 7  

Newsletter 

Welcome Dr Amy!!! 

Following in the footsteps of her father, Amy aspired to  

become a veterinarian  and so graduated from the               

University of Sydney in 2005 . She started out in a mixed 

practice of small & large animals and for the last 5 years, 

had been working in an emergency hospital. 

Amy and her husband share their home with 3 children, a 

large Dogue De Bordeaux named Louis and 2 guinea pigs 

“I enjoy the challenge and variety presented by veterinary medicine. Each day    

provides something different, along with the opportunity to expand my knowledge 

and learn new skills. It is very rewarding to improve an animal’s quality of life, 

whether through surgery, medical intervention or owner education. I am very 

pleased to be part of the team at My Vets Irrawang & Thornton and look forward to 

meeting you all and your furry companions” - Dr Amy 

ARE YOU PREPARED FOR SUMMER? 

Summer can be a lovely time of year…...but with it can also bring                                             

excessive heat waves, storms, pesky insects, poisonous creatures,                                             

and fattening Christmas delights. 

So here are our top 7 tips to surviving Summer with your pet. 

1.Be sure you offer plenty of shade and water. Dogs may benefit from more water bowls or 

even a clam shell pool and indoor cats would love access into a tiled area of the house. 

2. Apply pet sunscreen or purchase a UV rash shirt for dogs who love to sun bake. 

3. Apply monthly flea and tick prevention and tick search your pet daily 

4. Don’t be tempted to feed your pets Christmas foods such as sausages, pork products,     

macadamia nuts, fruit cake, lollies, cooked bones, chocolate and onion. 

5. Keep your lawns nice and short and yard tidy to prevent snakes. Avoid bush walks at this 

time of year 

6. Don’t ever leave your dog unattended in a car, even with the windows down. To avoid 

heatstroke, walk them in the cooler parts of the day. Check the temperature of the cement 

….dogs don't wear shoes. 

7. Dogs can drown in pools just like children, so supervise and prevent entry when home 

alone 

    Christmas & Public 

Holiday Hours 

 

We will be CLOSED: 

*Monday 26th Dec 
(Boxing Day) 

*Tuesday 27th Dec 

(Xmas Day holiday) 

*Monday 2nd Jan   
(New Year Holiday) 

*Thursday 26th Jan 

(Australia Day) 



 

 FLY AWAY 

WITH BRAVECTO 

Buy a pack of 

Bravecto and  

enter to win a 

Flight Centre Gift 

Card 

SUMMER OFFERS~ 

GROOMING! 

 

 

Each fortnight 

Mondays  - Thornton 

Wednesdays  -Irrawang 

PET   

INSURANCE 

Ask us how to get 
4 weeks FREE!! 

*Conditions Apply 

 

 

STORMS 

Thunderstorm phobia is a disorder in which there is persistent and exaggerated fear of 

storms, or the stimuli associated with storms.  

Stimuli that elicit fear include rain, lightning thunder, strong winds, and possibly 

changes in barometric pressure and static electricity. This fear may then induce 

one of more of the following signs: 

 * Pacing * Panting * Trembling/Hiding/remaining near the owner * Excessive      

salivation  * Destructiveness * Excessive vocalization * Self-inflicted trauma 

As pet owners, we must understand that our animals are experiencing a real    

anxiety /panic during a storm and we need to be there to support them. You cannot 

reinforce fear so contrary to others opinions, it is fine to comfort your dog in a 

storm.....bring them inside and allow them to find a safe spot. Dogs left unattended 

in the backyard can become destructive, can escape and run the risk of being   

injured out on the road.  

If your dog or cat suffers from storm anxiety, please see one of our staff members 

for some helpful information 

Keeping your furry friends safe and healthy over the holiday  

period while letting them join in on the festivities is not always 

easy, unfortunately a lot of Christmas goodies are actually    

harmful to your pets! Foods to avoid feeding your pets over the 

Christmas period include: 

*Christmas pudding, mince pies, macadamia nuts, onion, garlic, 

alcohol, chocolate, grapes and raisins, as these sweet 

dried fruits and tasty items are actually toxic to your     

fur-babies and can make them very sick! 

*All types of cooked bones as these can cause broken teeth, 

mouth and tongue injuries, choking, and constipation 

*Christmas ham -  this salty treat is very fatty and can cause 

painful pancreatitis  

*And be sure to check your four legged friend can’t get to 

Santa’s milk and cookies before he does! 

              
     

Santa Paws Is Coming!!! 

 



 

 

 

Rabbits are hypsodonts, meaning their teeth grow continually, throughout life. In a  

normal rabbit, the teeth are aligned so that the teeth wear against each other as the rabbit 

chews. This maintains even, relatively flat surfaces (with some sharp edges on top) on 

the molars and relatively short, chisel-shaped incisors. The incisors are used only for 

cutting the food into manageable pieces. The molars do the grinding into fine "mash" 

that is swallowed and sent down the GI tract for further processing  

Because rabbit teeth tend to grow constantly -- at the rate of nearly one-half an inch 

every month, the cheek teeth can then  become spiked and erode, or gradually wear into 

the soft tissue near the teeth, allowing abscess-causing bacteria to enter into the gums. 

Tissue damage can also lead to the formation of an abscess. Rabbit abscesses can be 

challenging to treat!!  One problem is that the pus found in rabbit abscesses is thick, 

about the consistency of toothpaste, and does not drain easily when the abscess is opened. In addition, rabbit abscesses often 

develop finger-like projections or tracts into the surrounding tissue where new abscesses can form. If these tracts are not        

removed or thoroughly cleaned, the abscess will return. If there is presence of an abscess, surgery will need to be performed  

under a general anaesthetic to remove the diseased area. 

Prevention is always preferable to treatment! Continual wear of the teeth by chewing on fibrous material is very important to 

prevent dental disease. Rabbits should be allowed to free-graze grass hay such as timothy as well as be offered a generous    

serving of dark green leafy vegetables once or twice daily. Genetics also play a role 

in dental health and some rabbits demonstrate a predisposition for dental disease.  

The Oxbow product range is built around premium quality grass hays (soft, green, 

fresh) and super high fibre, pelleted diets, including adult maintenance diets for   

rabbits made with nutritionally superior, custom made Timothy grass meal rather 

than that more commonly found Lucerne (alfalfa) meal  

A thorough physical and oral exam annually is recommended for early detection of 

emerging problems. Some rabbits require dietary modification or minor dental work to prevent progression to dental abscesses  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

VETERINARY IMAGING.....WHAT’S              

HAPPENING ON THE INSIDE 

Radiography 

 

Commonly referred to as “x-rays”, radiographs are used widely in all 

species for examination of any body region. Radiographs are often the 

initial modality used to investigate a disease problem and can be      

diagnostic on their own or useful when recommending additional types 

of imaging.  

 

Ultrasound 

 

Sonography is commonly used by radiologists to evaluate the internal structure of organs, search for fluid              

accumulations, evaluate blood flow, detect infections, tumors, and help determine the extent of trauma. While       

abdominal sonography is our most common examination, all body regions can be examined  

Endoscopy 

Endoscopy is the use of specialized video cameras to evaluate areas within the body in a minimally invasive manner. In 

most instances, endoscopy is performed for diagnostic purposes allowing visualization and sampling of abnormalities.  



 

 

  

We have all been there…….had that cat that loves to scratch at the      

furniture or the puppy that toilets all over the house! 

Are these normal behaviours? Will they pass with time? How much 

can training do and when do you need professional help? 

These are questions you may find yourself asking when you have a 

naughty dog or cat. 

To enable us to live in harmony with our dogs and cats, we need to be able to understand them. Their behavior is 

driven by a mix of natural instincts, past learning and the situations they find themselves in. Doing what comes     

naturally is not always what we want them to do. 

Behaviour is something we can help you with. We can potentially advise if what your pet is doing is a normal or     

abnormal behavior and point you in the right direction. 

Dr Kathy Cornack is a veterinary behaviourist who visits the Irrawang branch every Monday afternoon for              

consultation. She will provide a step by step management strategy on overcoming the problem and prescribe         

medications and treatments where necessary. 

Sheree Gray has worked as a veterinary nurse with us since 2003. She is a Delta qualified dog trainer (CPDT) and can 

assist in all enquiries related to training problems, group training classes (puppy and adult) and works alongside Kathy 

in cases which require modification training therapies. 

Both Kathy and Sheree have specialized knowledge on animal learning, behavior and communication and follow the 

philosophy of force free methods. 

They can both assist you with common issues such as:  

* Excessive Barking  * Destructive Behaviours  * Anxiety and Fear  * Aggression  * Reactivity  * Pre-Pet     

selection  * Puppy  Socialisation  *Multi-Pet Households  * Compulsive Disorders  * Litterbox issues                

* Escaping  * Separation concerns  * Boisterous behaviours * Manners training (lead puling/recall work) 

Colour Me In Candy 

Give Candy a new splash of colour 


